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The coupled dipole method~ is known to be a good approximate technique

for evaluating light scattering by arbitrarily shaped particles. In this

method, an arbitrary particle is subdivided into unir.swhere each unit is

small compared with the wavelength of light. Each unit is then assumed to

behave like a spherical dipolar oscillator with its polarizability specified

by its dimension and the bulk dielectric constant of the particle. The fields

at the dipoles are determined by the incident firld and interactions among a!]

the dipoles in the collection. These resultant fields are obtained hy

solving, self-consistently, a set of linear, coupled equations and retardation

effects are taken fully into account. The scattered field at the detector 1s

then evaluated by summing the fields scattered hy the dipolar oscillators.

For a set of N optically inactive dipoles. the field Ei at an oscillator

o i~,~
i is determined by the incident field (~ e i) as WCI1 as by the scattered

fields from the other dipolnr oscillators, i.{’.,

Ei - E“ eik’Li + ; [a,J ;j~j + hlj (:jL,.n,j) rjll (1)
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light . The incident light propagates in the

plane is chosen to be the scattering plane;

elements can be obtained from

‘1 -
~~Y,

Y ‘2 -

‘3--
C [E: COS4 - E; sine],

‘4 -

where, C - -ikr and 4 is the scattering
~ik(r-z)’

positive z direction and the xz

the amplitude scattering matrix

C iE; COS# - E: sin 6],

-CEX (3)
Y

angle. The scattered field

components of Ed along the x, y and z axes are specified by E and the
X,y,z

superscript refers to Lhe incident light which is linearly polarized in the x

or v dir~ctions.

Thr elements of the 4 x 4 scattering,

comhinatlons of products of thr ampliLude

products

Re [(S2 - Sl)(S~ - s;)]
- ’13 - ’31

Im [(S2 - Sl)(s; - s:)]
- ‘M + ’42

Rt* [(S2 t S1)(S; - s:) 1 - ’23 - ’32

Im [(S2 I SI)(SJ - s:)]
- sl/4 + S41

contnj’1 OII]V L!l~I? x 7 of f-blot’k-dlngonal

?
matrix nrc ohta~ncd by linear

scattering ma:rix elcmertts. The

(L)

matrix elments which are sensitlvr

Lo cllI~illjtv nnd will I)(I rcfcrrpd to as chiral matrix alem~nts. For n

collcc[iol) (If rnlldtunlv mrirntcd plrticlrs, t}lesLproducts b~corne 7S13(--2SJl ),

2s),,(-2s[,,)), 2s2.+--2s.1;1) nlld ?5 ,:,(-7s,,1).7#

L’tIwrltc oqu,If jmI (1) ill IIlth form

[’))



interactions are retained to all orders, equation

with the interaction fields specified in terms of

involved.

The scattered field at the detector can also

series over many center terms and the product (S2

written as

(5) is simply equation (1)

the dipolar centers

be written in terms of a

- Sl)(s; - S:) can then be

j #k

+ x
ia kb

Ej El +
ijkl

j >k#l
k<l

z
ia kb +

‘jElm ‘“’
i jklm

i#i+k.
l’#m#I)
j<k m<n

(6)

i ikn
‘d”Li P

ikz
wi~h E - e- i (COS8 -1)

Ey - c’- ikn ix
‘“Ci [F, .

ix
– d Costi - E ‘Ysine - E“ !

JX jz
i b

E. - c
ikn .r. iv*

‘-d ‘I \-F..
i A

cosfl i E{: .sin6 +j;~~*]
J Jx (7)

.J -.

,,T,,I F;;, d::, . cicfit\ed similarly. The other product (S2 + Sl)(S~ - S:) is

~.ive!) by a simi I at- s,eries with a different linear combination for the Ei all(l

t’,,

(8)
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equation (6). Some of these field products become identically zero when

integrated over all space. This is found to be the case for those products

which derive from dipolar centers which do not form a chiral structure.

The first term in the series in equation (6), #E;b, is derived from

fields Involving at most three dipolar centers. For a given orientation of

the structure described by the three dipoles, its ❑irror image in the

scattering plane exists if all possible orientations of the particle are

allowed, i.e., the particle can be rotated to another orientation such that

the three dipoles now form the mirror image of the original three dipole

structure. This is always possible when the subunits are not optically

active. The y coordinates of the three dipoles change sign while the x and z

coordinates are unchanged in the mirror image in the scattering plane (xz).

‘ikDd”Zi is unchanged on reflection in the scattering plane becauseThe term e

~d lies in this plane; Ei is then the same for the original and reflected

structures. The field E~a is also unchanged on reflection in the scattering

Eix
plane because E

::’ jz
and E~~ are unaffected on changing the sign of the y

lb
axis. However, E. ‘y Eiy and Echanges sign on reflection because E

J jx’ jz ;; change

i ‘b then hassign with reflection of i,j,k in the xz plane. The product E Ek

opposite signs for a pair of mirror symmetric strltctures and goes to zero when

it IS averaged over all space becnuse the mirror symmetric pair exists in the

orientation average,
i jb ia .kh

The products E Ekl aridE k.
jl

involve two. three or four dipolar centers.

ThcI terms involvin~ two or three dipolar centers will again average to zero

brcr’lse the mirror imagrs of the structures in the scattering plane exist in

~he orien;atjon nverage, The products involvlng four dipolar centers w1lI

also average to zero if the four dipoles: do not form a chiral structure.

However, If tlir four dipoles do form a chiral arranp,enmnt, the mirror lm~lF,(’of

the structurp Is tlo(present in the r)rict)tatlon avernge and the flcld prn{:~l[.: f;

will be IIuI1-7111”0wllc;l av~raged ovor nl 1 space, For III(I snm,fl ronsn:~sl n!l

other flt,lu1)]-()(lllt.tsin (he scrl~s dosrrihrcl in cqunt lt,l~((})Will,(I1%(Jil\’f)l”il~’,l,

relllvl”s II:volvod Ill f!lc pr(l(lll. ts fol”m ii (’l)i 1“:11

s*\ l,(..~,l~r tlit, ?illlllt~
!H true for (S2 t S1)(!;~ - ,,.

IN Itl(lfE’
I!’1

(1nlld fllo OIIIY (1[ f f(’t-vll(’o nll(l till’ 1(

cmhltmf IOIIX !I’om tll(lsv III (S - S,)(s:
2,
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The large difference in the magnitudes of the 2 x 2 off-block-diagor!al

matrix elements for oriented and orientationally averaged chiral structures is

now evident. Many of the field products which contribute to the matrix

elements of the oriented structure, do not contribute at all in the

orientation average. In particular, the leading term in the series given in

equation (6) is of large magnitude and expected to be a ❑ajor component of the

2 x 2 off-block-diagonal matrix elements of oriented particles and this term

goes to zero in the orientation average.

In order to illustrate this difference in oriented and orientationally

averaged scattering, we describe a model calculation for a simple chiral

structure. Four spherical dipoles which form a chiral structure are chosen as

a model and the dipoles form one third of a turn of a helix witt, a radius of

100 n.mand e pitch of 200 nm. The (x,y,z) coordinates of the four dipoles in

the oriented structure are (100, O, O), (86.6, 50, 16.67), (50, 86.6, 33.33)

and (O, 100, 50) and the polarizability of each dipole is 3 x 103 nm3. The

incident light has a wavelength of 600 nm and is propagating along the

positive z direction.

The fields corresponding to interactions among specific dipolar centers

were evaluated by obtaining the self-consistently coupled fields for each

group of dip.]les, Thus, the field ct dipole i due to j was obtained by

evaluati~g the final field at j.in the ‘particle’ described by i and j and

subtracting the incident field at i (i.e. , E:). In a similar manner, the

field at i due to all interactions with j

fiml field at i fror the self-consistent

k and subtracting Lhe incident field at i

center ir.teractions wl~h j and two center

to four center interactions were obtained

J.

and k was obtained by finding the

solution for interactions with j and

and the fields at i due to two

interactions with k. The f~elds due

similarly,

Fggures 1 and 2 show the angular distributions of the real and imaginary

parts of (S ~ ? Sl)(s; - S:) for the oriented pnrticle composed of four

spherjca] dipolnr units. ThcI sol,Id lines are the total calculated vJ~lIIcsof

the chirnl miit~l~ elrments while rtlrdastl~d liIlesarc two attd three crl~tur

field pr.jdutmtsmId the chnlII-dnshrd liIltIsare ll~efour cent(’r f~cld Drodur(s,

From tllcr(~sults. It is evldcnt that.the two and thrre center fjeld produ(”ts

clomlilntr dttd thut ttie four corit(’r tprms FIr(I an extrrmrly small compotlrtlt nt

rno%( JIIIF,I(IS of” t 11P nrly,ul/11”dlstrlhutlotis for ttloorlell~rd pnt-tlcloo

‘IV](1culwellnf Ion of thr field product!; thnt do not rent rfhuto to tllr

orlvlltnt lotinvrrn}~(’s Of th(l 171)lrnl mntrlx clcmel]ts Is n flollr(.[,()! tll(,,K]I)W
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convergence that has been obsemed for these elements when calculated by

summing the magnitudes over a large number of orientations. The chlral matrix

elements when calculated this way are contained as small differences between

large magnitude field products. When the orientation averages of the chiral

matrix elements for a simple model were calculated using only the field

products that sunive the averaging, convergence was rapidly achieved. If

this feature, i.e., retention of only the field prcducts that contribute to

the average, can be efficiently incorporated into an orientation averaging

method for arbitrarily shaped chiral particles, it is prubable that the

computational difficulties in calculating the chiral matrix elements will be

significantly improved.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fimre 1.

Angular distributions of two chiral matrix elements of a helical structure. A

third of a turn of a helix with a radius of 100 nm and a pitch of 200 runis

❑odelled by four spherical dipoles each with a polarizability of 3 x 103 nm3.

The incident light is in the z direction and has a wavelength of 600 nm. The

xz plane is the scattering plane. (a) Solid lirw - angular distribution of

the real part of (S2 - S1)(S~ - S;) for the oriented particle. Dashed line -

two and three center field products. Chain-dashed linz - four center

products. (b) Solid line - angular distribution of the imaginary part of (S2

- Sl)(s; - St) for the oriented particle, Dashed line - two and three center

field products. Chain-dashed 1- - four center field products.

Fi~ure 2.

Two chiral matrix elements for the helical particle described in the caption

for Figure 1. (a) Solid line - angular distribution of the real part of (S2 i

Sl)(s;- S;) for the oriented particle. DMl@_lh - two and three ce~ter

field products. Chain-dashed line - four center field products. (b)

Solid line - arlgular distribution of the imaginary part of (S2 + S1)(S”~ - s:)

for the oriented particle. Dashed line - two and three center field products,

,Chain-dashed line - four center field products.
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